Microporous ceramic-like materials can be obtained at low temperature
INTRODUCTION
Apatite ceramics used as biomaterials are generally obtained at high temperature and their associations with proteins are limited due to their low specific surface area and poor reactivity. Poorly crystalline apatites (PCA) analogous to bone mineral crystals can be easily obtained by precipitation at low temperature at a physiological pH. These apatites exhibit a high surface reactivity due to their nanometric crystal size and the existence of a hydrated layer rich in labile environments of mineral ions on the crystal surface. PCA has the ability to form solid microporous bodies with a ceramic aspect 1 upon drying, they have also exhibited strong interactions with proteins. The aim of this study was to synthesize and study the mechanical properties of low temperature ceramics associated with biological macromolecules (albumin, casein, gelatin).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The synthesis of PCA uses the classical double decomposition method between a phosphate and carbonate solution (218g of Na2HPO4,12 H2O and 80g of Na HCO3 in 1500 ml of deionized water) a calcium solution (43.6g of CaCl2,2H2O and 1.25g of MgCl2,6H2O in 500ml of deionized water) at room temperature at pH 7.4.
The excess of phosphate and carbonate ions acts as a pH buffer. The precipitates were left to mature in the mother solution during variable time period (0 to 30 days). Carbonate and magnesium ions inhibit the evolution of crystals and preserve a high surface reactivity. In order to get the low temperature ceramics, the suspensions were filtered on a buchner funnel and washed. The wet, gel-like cake was agitated until it became liquid (thixotropism) and was cast (50ml) in polytetrafluorethylene beaker (diameter 64mm) for solidification and drying at room temperature. The shrinkage during drying was considerable and sometimes cracks appeared. This drawback could be partly avoided by suspending the gel in a magnesium sulfate solution (0.5% of gel weight in 1000 ml water) then filtering and washing. The Mg ions adsorbed on the surface of gel controlled the dehydration rate. A slow drying rate was maintained (typically 3 weeks for a 50 cm3 original volume)
The association with albumin and casein was made by adsorption on PCA. After filtering, the solid was re-suspended in the protein solution (15 g/1000 ml) containing 0.1 % of NaN3 to prevent any development of bacteria. The suspensions were filtered and washed and treated as previously described. Gelatin was simply dissolved in the aqueous PCA gel (2% of wet gel weight).
The samples were analyzed by Xray diffraction, IR spectroscopy and chemical analysis. Young's modulus was determined by the ultrasonic transmission technique2. Ultrasonic waves were produced by longitudinal transducers of 75 kHz and 220 kHz (Massa Products) excited by an impulse generator (Tektronic FG 504). The samples were machined to obtain parallelipipedic shapes and the faces were wet to insure a good propagation of the waves. Bar velocities (Vi) were measured allowing the elastic moduli (Ei) to be obtained according to the relation Ei=pVi2 where p is the apparent density of the sample. RESULTS X-ray diffraction data showed an apatitic pattern quite analogous to that of bone mineral. The band broadening of 002 and 310 lines allowed a determination of the apparent crystal dimensions along the c axis of the hexagonal structure, corresponding to crystal length, and the width-thickness of the elongated crystal plates in a perpendicular direction to the c axis (Table 1) . Crystal sizes increased slowly with maturation time. A slight increase of the length/width-thickness ratio was noticed for samples treated with proteins.
The Infrared spectra (figure not shown) confirmed the formation of PCA. and an increase of the HPO4 2-content.
The chemical analyses (Table 1) showed an increase of the Ca/P ratio with maturation time of samples obtained without proteins, related to an increase of the carbonate/phosphate ratio. The Ca/(phosphate+carbonate) ratio did not however, strongly vary with maturation, as usually found in bone 5, suggesting that HPO4 2-ions present in the first formed precipitate were replaced by carbonate ions during maturation. For casein-containing samples, it appeared lower for non-matured samples and higher for the 3 days-matured sample. For each of the proteins Young's modulus variations appeared to be linked to density (figure 2) or inversely related to porosity which is usually found 6.
DISCUSSION
We will discuss successively the phenomenon involved in the hardening reaction, the effect of proteins on the chemical composition and Young's modulus variations Hardening reaction
The hardening involves a change in chemical composition. The increase of OH-and This phenomenon is also associated with a release of carbonate ions essentially the labile species located at the surface of crystals. These reactions could be related to the HPO42-formation and surface exchanges that have been shown to occur rapidly :
HPO42-sol + CO32-surf •¨ CO32-so1 + HPO42-surf followed by the progressive release of carbon dioxide.
These reactions illustrate the very high reactivity of PCA . None of them however can explain the hardening process. Unlike mineral cement setting reactions 8 due to recrystallization and crystals interdigitation, the evolution of crystal size is negligible in this process. Thus, the formation of a solid body is essentially related to the evaporation of water bringing the crystals to close proximity and their surface interaction possibly related to hydrogen bonding of adsorbed water molecules . The very high ,surface reactivity and the mobility of surface species probably plays a key rok in the hardening . The hardening process is irreversible and, once formed , the blocks do not disaggregate in solution. Considering the strong surface interaction between crystals the process involved here can be described as a low temperature ceramization process . Young's modulus variations Maturation of the crystals alters the apparent density of the ceramics and Young's modulus. Freshly precipitated samples form the smallest crystals but also the most reactive ones. During drying, due to their small sizes, crystals can establish multiple interactions and possibly re-orient themselves . As they mature, crystal dimensions increase and reorientations become more difficult. In addition , the surface reactivity is partly lost and intercrystalline interactions are weaker. These phenomenon result in a less dense ceramic with lower Young's modulus.
The presence of proteins changes the drying mode and the interactions between crystals. For immature crystals, albumin and gelatin produce an increase of Young's modulus. These molecules probably fill the gaps between crystals thus increasing the rigidity of the associations. The blocks then appeared translucent . However, in the case Phosphorus Research Bulletin Vol . 10 (1999) , 212 of casein which interacts very strongly with apatite, the density is much lower indicating that crystals are farther apart. The reasons for this behavior may be found in the complex association of casein micelles and apatite crystals and/or in possible changes of surface properties of the crystals (surface tension, zeta potential, ...). In every case, however, the alteration due to maturation are weaker than those observed for the blocks obtained without proteins.
The decrease of density with maturation is faint or unobservable when proteins are present, and the hardening process seems altered. Despite the increase in crystal dimensions, the porosity does not seem to increase when proteins are present, possibly because they disturb water molecule interactions affecting the gel structuration and later in the drying process crystals interactions. 
